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PRESS RELEASE

ONE FAMILY HISTORY, ONE INTERNATIONAL MISSION:
ROSANNA DE LUCIA AWARDED THE CAVALIERE DEL LAVORO1

TITLE
People as the main focus of a project for industrial and social growth, carried
out by a woman of great intelligence and vision: this is how SAPA became a

positive example of sustainable development. 

Writing a page of one’s family, business and personal history. The award that 
Rosanna De Lucia, President of SAPA, received on 12 June 2019 in Rome 
means this and much more. “Knight of labour” together with some outstanding 
people from the Italian business and social world.

An acknowledgement that marks a highly prestigious and highly valued achievement 
along a business, human and philanthropic journey that started back in 1975 together 
with her husband Angelo Affinita by setting up a small business in Arpaia, in the 
Benevento province, in the deep South of Italy.
That artisanal business that moulded plastics today is known as SAPA SpA, a well-
established and growing industry, a market leader in the automotive plastic 
components sector with 10 plants in Italy and Europe, over 1,700 employees 
and € 250 million turnover.  
SAPA, who is consistently at the top in its sector, successfully and proudly works with 
the major players of the international automotive industry, from Volkswagen to FCA, 
from Ferrari to Aston Martin and Rolls Royce among others.

These numbers and data are significant, but they don’t fully reflect the true meaning of 
an acknowledgement like this one whose first requirement is for the recipient to have 
“immaculate civil and social practices”. Despite its exponential growth over the past 
few years, SAPA is and remains a family-run business, and is run by a very tightly knit 
family. 

After her husband passed in 2010, Rosanna took command of SAPA and started to run it
together with her three children Mariangela, Antonio and Giovanni on the trail that the 
founder had left and towards new objectives and new horizons. 
A woman, mother, wife and president of a company that was awarded some of the 
most important acknowledgements at international level in its sector of activity. One of 

1 Cavaliere del Lavoro, literally “Knight of Labour” is a rank of the “Order of Merit for Labour” and is an Italian 
decoration given to important figures in industry "who have been singularly meritorious". [Translator’s note]
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these was the Innovation Award together with Ford at the SPE Automotive TPO 
Conference in Detroit in 2017. In 2018, the revolutionary One-Shot® Method was 
presented at the IZB in Wolfsburg, it is the world’s fastest method to produce car parts.

“It is people that make the difference”, used to say Angelo Affinita. This motto still
inspires his family today and Rosanna became an ambassador of it by personally 
overseeing the recruitment process of new employees, by ensuring cooperation among 
the various business departments and by promoting continuous learning for personnel 
as the foundation of the company.

The care and attention that SAPA treats its employees with is 360°: in the workplace 
and beyond i.e. by promoting educational and cultural activities, by giving out vouchers
to purchase school books for their children, by collaborating with the FAI, the Italian 
Fund for the Environment, so that SAPA employees receive cards entitling them to free 
guided tours and discounts with various institutions.

Putting people at the centre of any action - this is SAPA’s mission. Community, 
research, study and education are the fundamental pillars. In this spirit and thanks to 
the cooperation with many Italian universities, the Angelo Affinita Award was created to
reward young people’s commitment to studying and researching in fields linked with 
SAPA's activities.

And not only that. In 2010, Rosanna created a Foundation with her children, dedicated 
to her late husband and with the clear objective of continuing his humanitarian and 
spiritual legacy, of continuing his work and of spreading the ethical principles and the 
virtues that inspired him into today’s society. The Angelo Affinita Foundation 
promotes projects of excellence aimed at bringing out the full potential of 
local communities and offering concrete opportunities to young people facing
economic and social difficulties in Italy and in the world.  From Cameroon to 
Naples, from Madagascar to Benevento and to Guinea-Bissau, the Foundation is the 
continuation of the attention to social issues that the Affinita family has had since 2003,
when it started to support the Casa do Menor in Brazil that rescued over 15,000 street 
children. 

“I dedicate this award to my husband Angelo, to my beautiful family and to all our co-
workers, because only together, with love and passion can we achieve unimaginable 
results”, this was Rosanna De Lucia's brief and passionate comment.

And her children Mariangela, Antonio and Giovanni, SAPA’s Executive Directors, echo 
her. “Our mother is the soul of SAPA and of our family. Over the past years, she 
managed to take care not just of us and the business but of all those deeper and more 
hidden aspects that make a business into something more than just a mere production 
site. If today SAPA is awarded for its humanitarian outlook - they conclude - as well as 
for its victories and its growth, it’s thanks to our mother.”
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MORE INFORMATION ABOUT SAPA

SAPA was founded by Angelo Affinita in 1974 and is now an Italian industrial group that 
specialises in the production of cutting-edge car parts. The SAPA Group directly supplies
well known car makers such as Volkswagen, FCA, CNH, Iveco, VW, BMW, Ferrari, Aston 
Martin, Rolls Royce, Porsche, Audi, Skoda, Seat.
Today,SAPA has 10 factories in Italy and Europe with 140 press machines and 
over 1,700 employees in Italy, Poland and Germany. 

The company has a yearly turnover of  € 250 million and produces  61 million car
parts yearly. The product range includes door panels, dashboard parts, engine covers
and hubcaps. SAPA, which has always been orientated towards innovation, invests 4.5%
of its annual turnover in R&D.

THE ANGELO AFFINITA FOUNDATION

“It is people that make the difference”. The Angelo Affinita Foundation was 
created in 2010 based on this principle. It stems from the will of the Affinita family 
to continue the humanitarian and spiritual legacy of Angelo and continue his work, to 
spread the ethical principles and virtues that inspired him into today’s society. 

If it is people that make the difference, then it is people that we need to invest in. Not 
to give a man a fish, but to teach people to fish, so that every person can stand on their
own two feet. The Angelo Affinita Foundation rests on this new philanthropic 
culture, which puts people at the centre and aims at equipping people with the tools 
to reach their personal and social independence. 

Today the Angelo Affinita Foundation can count on the support of dozens of 
entrepreneurs and professionals all over Italy.
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